We are a technology recruitment partner focused on search
and selection of IT experts internationally. Currently, we are
looking for an accomplished experts for the role of
Senior/Principal Product Manager. We offer a rewarding and
exciting professional experience and opportunity to develop
your career in a highly competitive international environment.

Senior/Principal Product Manager
Location: Warsaw- remote

Scope of Responsibilities:
Our Product Management team is seeking an experienced Product Manager to help scale our
applications and to fuel our expansion. In this role, you will report to the Group Product Director and
participate in the evolution and creation of products and features within our Client Product Suite
from conception to launch.

Scope of Responsibilities:
Own an area of the product and be responsible for driving product evolution and innovation;
Participate in overall product strategy, including researching and developing requirements for
existing products;
Elicit business requirements for current and future product functionalities by participating in user
research supported by direct contact with users;
Work closely with customers and stakeholders and cross functional teams;
Work closely with developing team: Designers, Engineers, SME;
Participate in defining and analyzing qualitative and quantitative data that drives the success of our
products;
Bring insights from our product’s data and analytics to inform decision-making.

Skills & Experience required:
5+ years Product Management experience at a software company;
You are familiar with Agile methodologies and have an understanding of modern web/SaaS
technologies and systems;
You communicate effectively and can act as the liaison between various stakeholders in the business
including design and technical teams;
You show curiosity and possesses an appreciation for thinking outside the box;
You have experience and passion for designing an engaging user experience;
English at native speaker level (an additional European language is a strong advantage);
Relevant university degree.

Offer:
challenge, opportunities to exchange skills within multinational team
ability to work in an autonomous way and in an environment
where your ideas are valued
interesting trainings
health care
Multisport card
French classes
flexi-time and home-office
competitive salary aligned with experience
casual and very friendly environment
possibility to work in other Client location
Interested candidates should send their resume (CV) to
konrad.witek@itpuzzle.com.pl
with „Senior/Principal Product Manager” in the subject line.

